
Producer Hijaz Mustapha of the 3 Mustaphas 3 recalls: 

1987. The call came from Berlin: Mustaphas, meet your Ambuya. At 
that time the young 3 Mustaphas 3 were playing many stages and 
many songs, mixing, matching, mutating. We had the protection of 
the innocent, and the confidence of everything that we didn’t know. 
Stella was gracious enough to invite us to her cosmos. This was her 
international recording debut, the premier production of Piranha 
Records and perhaps my first production job where I had actually 
dared to take a named production credit. They seemed to trust me. I 
tried to approach it in a serious way.
In retrospect, this was a bold request, and a first for all of us. I don’t 
know how many voice-mbira-dzavadzimu-marimba-hosho-electric-
bass-and-drums albums had been recorded up to that point, but it 
was certainly the first one that any of us had tried. The good thing 
about doing these first leaps into new air is that no-one can say 
‘that’s not how you do it’. OK, so let’s get ready.
For many, now, there is digital access to collaborative global 
episodes; on-line, sure sure, and bravo to the new creative frontiers 
and side ears. For us - trying to meet in those days - this was a real-
time, analogue sonic sensory adventure, all parties willing to see 
what kind of soundwork would come out, if we went in with the 
right attitude.
No YouTube references, no digital access to recorded time in all 
directions; just the classic ‘Rolling!’ and off we roll, and the recording 
tape catches the excited electrical particles onto its welcoming 
matrix.  The classic voice of the producer in the headphones 
‘Fantastic! Do it again!’

Most regular recording sessions love the clean, and focus on 
the enemy: buzzing. What’s that buzz? Where’s that buzz? 
Great take, damn, there’s a buzz. Oh man. Can we find that 
buzz? Enter Stella, queen buzz-bringer. Buzzes of mbiras, 
marimbas, ancestral voices singing and responding through 
the resonators and bottle-cap zzzzzzz-harmonic enhancers. 
Ancestor amplifiers.
We need the buzz-aesthetic.
Audacious to try, lovely to be asked, honoured to participate, 
proud that it is with you again in a new millennium. Buzzes 
straight to your hearts.  Much respect now - as then - to 
Stella, Virginia, Leonard, Samson, Sabah Habas and Houzam. 
Time spins like an album, our mbira-meetstapha kick-off 
of 1987 still lives and rotates with Piranha Records in 2021.  
Ambuya? Ambuya!
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